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The right hanging clamps are key to a filing system’s effectiveness. Designed for blueprints 
and large format documents. These strong aluminum clamps with Solid Steel silver wing 
knobs are both visually pleasing and soundly durable. Each clamp can accommodate up 
to 100 sheets or 20 lbs. Their transparent label holders make it easy to find what you’re 
looking for. Fits all Adir, Mayline, and Safco racks. Packed six clamps to a box.

Item # 6016 18”
Item # 6026 24”
Item # 6036 30”
Item # 6046 36”
Item # 6056 42”

Vertical file rolling stand
Restore efficiency to your workplace with this economical mobile stand. Made of solid steel, 
it boasts 12 pivot brackets and 12 hanging clamps (Sold separately). The brackets pivot 
swing freely from side to side widely to make it easy to see the contents of your files and 
to access them. This excellent organizational tool is a must for busy offices. Its ball bearing 
swivel casters (two with brakes) give it easy gliding capabilities, allowing for portability and 
accessibility throughout the workplace. An ideal apparatus for presentations! Simple to set 
up. Will accommodate all hanging clamps between 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”.

Item # 613

mobile Vertical  
plan center
An ingenious solution to the difficulties of 
moving documents. This solid steel mobile 
plan center works equally well in harsh 
environments, such as construction sites, and 
soft settings, such as modern offices. It glides 
easily across spaces on its four swivel casters, 
two of which brake for control of movement. 
Simply drop the files in and lift them out, as 
needed. The width is adjustable to fit 24”, 30” 
and 36” hanging clamps (sold separately), 
and it can hold up to 12 clamps. Durable, 
convenient, and simple to set up.

Item # 614

file hanging clamps

18” - 6016

24” - 6026

30” - 6036

36” - 6046

42” - 6056

Steel wing knob

Plastic label holder Extruded anodized aluminum construction

Adjust  
in height

Steel clip with spring

up. Will accommodate all hanging clamps between 18”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”.

Adjust  
in depth

Powder 
coat finish

Includes 12  
pivot brackets

Powder 
coat finish

Adjust  
in height

Adjust  
in width
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drop/Lift wall rack
No longer does filing have to be a tedious chore.  
With this inventive rack, you can file up to 1200 sheets 
conveniently and easily. The wall rack can be installed 
to fit the clamp size dimensions of your preference.  
It accommodates up to 12 hanging clamps and extends 
out less than a foot. Clamps are sold separately; 
mounting hardware is included. Ideally, rack should be 
installed on solid walls or on wall studs.

Item # 616

cubicle wall rack
Bring on the efficiency! In offices partitioned into 
cubicles, this steel drop/lift wall rack is ideal. 
The rack fits over partition panels/walls that are 
up to 3 ¼” wide and accommodates 6 hanging 
clamps (sold separately) for up to 600 sheets. 
Extending out less than 6”, it offers a handy, 
convenient option for cubicle office filing. It 
allows you to keep active, current projects easily 
within reach in a small space.

Item # 618

expandable 
mobile plan center
Carrying documents from desk to desk or 
shuffling them about is messy and passé. This 
mobile plan center lets you easily roll your files 
anywhere, anytime. Simply drop the files in and 
lift them out, as needed. Composed of heavy 
gauge steel with ball bearing swivel casters 
(two with brakes), this unit allows for up to 18 
hanging clamps with adjustable widths of 24”, 
30”, 36”, and 42”. Clamps are sold separately. 
The stand is simple to set up and simple to use.

Item # 615

pivot wall rack
Still bending and kneeling to get to your files? Use this 
pivot wall rack and get relief from aches in your back 
and knees. Mounted at a height of your preference, 
this unit not only grants you convenient access to your 
documents, but it also saves you drawer and cabinet 
space. The rack includes 12 pivot brackets that swing 
widely and freely from side to side to easily reveal 
the files’ contents, and can accommodate up to 12 
hanging clamps (sold separately). All hanging clamps 
between the sizes of 18” and 42” can be used. Ideally, 
rack should be installed on solid walls or on wall studs.

Item # 617

It accommodates up to 12 hanging clamps and extends 

Powder coat 
finish

Includes 12  
pivot brackets

Adjust  
in width

Powder 
coat finish
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self healing cutting  
mat reversible green/Black
The Adir® Cutting Mats are the most flexible cutting mats on the market 
today because they’re made of a new, 3-ply high-tech polymer material. 
Constructed with a self-healing surface, Adir Cutting Mats are extremely 
durable and hold up under repeated use with art and mat knives or rotary 
cutters.

Our self-healing cutting mats are 3 mm thick and made of 3 plies. The outer 
plies are .75 mm thick and give the mat self-healing properties. The inner 
core is 1.5 mm thick and prevents mat cut-through and extends blade life.

Item # CM1218 12x18”
Item # CM1824 18x24”
Item # CM1836 18x36”

wire Bin roll file 20 openings
Create magic in your workplace with this innovative wire bin file. Our exclusive 
design, unavailable in other brands, offers you a variety of colors plus a brilliant 
“steps” design. The colors are simply cool; match it to the scheme in your studio 
or office (or to your personality!). The steps vary the heights of your tubes or rolls, 
making it easy to locate the one you want. With its Twenty 4” x 4” openings, it’s a 
cinch to store and move your drawings, tubes, blueprints, maps, etc. The swivel 
casters and lightweight construction allow for excellent portability. Constructed of 
heavy-gauge steel rods, powder coted finish. Available in black, red, green, blue 
and grey.

Item # RF620-BLK Black
Item # RF620-BLU Blue
Item # RF620-GRN green

Item # RF620-GRY gray
Item # RF620-RED red

elf healing cutting  
reversible 

wire Bin roll file 12 openings
Create magic in your workplace with this innovative wire bin file. Our exclusive design, 
unavailable in other brands, offers you a variety of colors plus a brilliant “steps” design. The 
colors are simply cool; match it to the scheme in your studio or office (or to your personality!). 
The steps vary the heights of your tubes or rolls, making it easy to locate the one you want. With 
its Twelve 5½” x 5½” openings, it’s a cinch to store and move your drawings, tubes, blueprints, 
maps, etc. The swivel casters and lightweight construction allow for excellent portability. 
Constructed of heavy-gauge steel rods, powder coted finish. Available in black, red, green, blue 
and grey.

Item # RF619-BLK Black
Item # RF619-BLU Blue
Item # RF619-GRN green

telescoping document tube – 3” i.d.
Make transporting your documents a breeze with the Telescoping Document Tube. No 
worries about your documents being bend , or blurred and you can protect them from the 
weather. Adjusts from 27” to 50” with a 3” inside diameter. Features a screw-on cap and 
ajustable shoulder strap. The tube transports all your important documents from your office 
to meetings, or home. The watter resistent tube is especially great for architects, artists, 
engineers and designers, but can also come in handy for students or any worker who has 
documents they need to transport. Rain or shine, your documents and projects will be fine!

Item # 621

Item # CM2436 24x36”
Item # CM3042 30x42”
Item # CM3648 36x48”

Item # RF619-GRY gray
Item # RF619-RED red




